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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Communication is the way of people deliver message to the other, they 

achieve communicate through language that they create. People create language to 

deliver message in such a way, and they do to ask question, giving direction, 

request for something, blaming, thinking, and others. According to Merriam-

Webster Dictionary (2017), communication is “the act or process of using words, 

sounds, signs, or behaviors to express or exchange information or to express the 

ideas, thoughts, feeling, etc, to someone else”. So, communication is the purpose 

of sending message by the people to the other in order to understanding the 

meaning of the message, it can be the form of spoken or even written. The written 

form can be found in the form of any text, such as books, newspaper, letter, movie 

subtitle, and so on. 

Many box office movies that use English as the communication among the 

characters are presented in Indonesia. The movie industries are well developed 

now and even grow larger than the few years past, especially in the Hollywood 

United States or even England. Both of them have create so many movies, even 

not to be doubted it become box office in theatres around the world. Although 

these countries not primarily focuses on English as the national language intended 

to the other country, somehow they have to translate it in order to make the 

message in the movies can be received well by the viewer. Especially in 

Indonesia, which Bahasa or Bahasa Indonesia is a national language, the subtitling 

process is needed to change the English into Bahasa Indonesia via movie subtitle. 
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Subtitle is the essential part for a movie, especially when the movie was 

distributed around the world with different language and culture, so subtitle will 

be changed and become different in order to recreate the message of the movie 

understandable by the spectator. Sometimes this difference in movie subtitle did 

not meet the requirement for the spectator to comprehend the message delivered 

in the subtitle itself. Thus the researcher wanted to figure out in this current study. 

In the movie subtitle we can find a lot of message delivered whether directly or 

indirectly, implicitly or explicitly, and clearly or unclearly. There are several types 

of message that spoken by the characters can be found in the movies. Sometimes 

it can be a transactional speech, such as commanding, requesting, warning, 

threatening, promising, complaining, refusing, suggesting, giving instruction, and 

blaming (Prasetyarini et al. in Wulandari, 2011). 

In this research, the researcher wants to analyze the movie subtitling of 

The Last Samurai movie, this movie was produced by Warner Bros Entertainment 

in 2003. Although this movie was produced by western people, the background of 

the movie itself was set up in historical age of eastern civilization, especially 

during the Japanese imperial age. This movie tells about an American-Civil war 

veteran who’s arrived in Japan in order to train the Japanese imperial army to 

fight against the traditional Samurai warrior. But when the first battle clashed, the 

imperial was army lost, he was taken as hostage and living among the Samurais. 

By the time he learns their culture and soon he finds that he was fought the wrong 

enemy. The moral values from this movie that it tells us to respect other believes 

and always fight for what we believe.  

There are some previous researches which have focus nearly or about 

transactional speech came from the following author namely: (Aji, Iskandar, 

Nuha, and Wulandari). The researcher finds that there are many utterances stated 
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in the movie subtitle that belongs to the transactional speech and it included into 

some types of subtitling strategy, and the target language text created by the 

subtitler in form of translation which is interesting to be analyzed. There are 

several examples of translation quality, for instance the accuracy of transactional 

speech in this movie mention as below: 

 

SL: Step back, step back and turn. 

TL: Mundur, mundur, dan berbalik. 

 

The speech above belongs to transactional speech, it is a commanding 

utterance. The whole utterance has a meaning to command the hearer to follow 

the speaker’s order and it makes sense. The translator does not give additional 

information because the target language has been readable and understandable 

well so the subtitle above is considered to be accurate subtitling. 

 

SL: Just listen to what your man has to say. 

TL: Dengarkan saja apa yang harus dia katakan. 

 

The speech above belongs to transactional speech, it is a suggesting 

utterance. The utterance means that the speaker wants the hearer to do something 

but the hearer can choose whether want to do or not. The translator uses 

paraphrase strategy by changing some words or redirecting meaning from SL into 

TL in order to maintain the message. The noun phrase your man refers to the 

interpretation of the hearer’s inner soul and it belongs to the second Point of 

View, while the TL become dia which interpreted as ‘the third person’ and it 

belongs to the third Point of View. This subtitle above considered inaccurate 

subtitling. 

 Based on the background that described above, the researcher is interested 

in analyzing transactional speech found in the subtitle of The Last Samurai movie. 
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Therefore, the researcher conduct a research entitled A Subtitling Analysis of 

Transactional Speech in The Last Samurai Movie. 

 

B. Research Problem 

Based on the reasons on the background of the study, the researcher 

proposes three problems, they are as following: 

1. What are the subtitling strategies that used in transactional speech in The 

Last Samurai movie? 

2. What is the most frequently subtitling strategy used in transactional speech 

in The Last Samurai movie? And, 

3.  How is the quality of subtitling of transactional speech in The Last 

Samurai movie? 

 

C. Objective of the Study 

After proposing the problem statements above, the researcher has the 

following objectives: 

1. Describe the subtitling strategies that used in transactional speech and the 

most frequently used in The Last Samurai movie. 

2. Describe the most frequently subtitling strategy used in transactional 

speech in The Last Samurai movie. And, 

3. Clarify the quality of subtitling of transactional speech The Last Samurai 

movie. 

 

D. Limitation of the Study 

The researcher had to limit the problem in this research only on subtitling 

strategy and the quality of transactional speech used in The Last Samurai movie. 
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It is due to the fact that the researcher finds there are some interesting cases the 

researcher wants to find out. Thus, the researcher analyzes the types of the 

subtitling strategy used by the translator in translating the transactional speech and 

determines the quality of the subtitling of transactional speech in The Last 

Samurai movie whether it is good or not. 

 

E. Benefit of the Study 

There are several benefits that the researcher hopes in this research: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

The researcher really hopes that the result of this research is useful in 

the future in order to develop the better knowledge in translation, especially 

in subtitling study. 

2. Practical Benefit 

a. Teacher 

The result of this study can be used as additional information for the 

teacher in teaching transactional speech and translation, especially in 

the field of subtitling strategies. 

b. Students 

The result of this study can enrich students’ knowledge and improve 

their ability in analyzing transactional speech and subtitling strategies. 

c. Other researcher 

The result of this study can be useful for other researcher to make 

further analysis that dealing with subtitling analysis. 
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F. Research Paper Organization 

This research paper is divided into five chapters. 

Chapter I is Introduction, which consists of background of the study, 

research problem, objective of the study, limitation of the study, benefit of the 

study, and research paper organization. 

Chapter II is review of related literature. It presents some of the previous 

study and underlying theory which consists of notion of translation, translation 

process, definition of subtitle, subtitling strategies, concept of accuracy, 

transactional speech, and The Last Samurai movie. 

Chapter III is research method. It explains what type of this research, 

object of the study, data and data source, method of collecting data, and technique 

of analyzing data. 

Chapter IV is findings and discussion. The findings elaborates subtitling 

strategies used in transactional speech in The Last Samurai movie and the 

accurateness of subtitling strategies of transactional speech in The Last Samurai 

movie. 

Chapter V is conclusion and suggestion. Besides the last part is 

bibliography and appendix. 

 


